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1. ACTIVE POWER SYSTEMS LIMITED TAGULA GOVERNMENT STATION



Electricity access is a key driver of socio-economic development of a nation, and a critical catalyst to achieving the UN’s 
Sustainable Development Goals. Unfortunately Papua New Guinea (PNG) faces an acute electrification challenge with the 
majority of the population, especially in rural communities living without basic access to electricity. 

Energy including electricity is a necessity in today’s modern society and an important ingredient to drive economic growth and 
improves social wellbeing. To highlight the importance of increasing electricity access, between 1995 and 2011, Nepal a country 
that is very similar to PNG in rural-urban population distribution and topography, experienced a sharp decline in poverty due to
an increase in electricity access (Bridge, Adhikari, & Fontenla, 2014). Moreover this increased access contributed to significant 
progress in terms of income generation, education and agricultural production and a less significant improvement in health 
outcomes.

Despite the country’s abundant energy resources, PNG is reported to have  electricity access of around 10-15% based on the 
binary access-metric system,  Including solar PV pico-lights, the rate of access increases to around 55%, which is still lower than 
the global average of 89% but demonstrates the already significant impact of PV technology. PNG now has the daunting task of 
achieving 70% electrification by 2030 and understanding the barriers is critical to driving future growth. The most prominent 
reported barriers relate to governance, lack of capacity, rugged terrain with sparsely distributed population, lack of finance and 
law and order issues which include land conflicts. Solar Photovoltaic systems have a huge potential and can assist with driving 
electrification but need appropriate policy and regulatory support, and financing-mechanisms. (Rawali et al.,2020)
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PROJECT

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

PROJECT LOCATION

TAGULA POWER REHABILITATION PROJECT 

The Project’s objective is to improve living standards and local economic 
conditions in Tagula by 1. Installing a renewable power system to reduce the 
dependency on diesel 2. Restoration of the in place generator 3. Rehabilitating 
the centralized distribution system 4. Rewiring of station buildings and 
5. Supply of Solar Home Lighting Kits, to improve illumination of homes for 
seven (7) surrounding villages; Western Point, Bernsville, Kabolemata, Hatubu, 
Badia, Eden, and Wosie

The   “Tagula Power Rehabilitation Project” is an initiative of the incumbent 
member Hon Isi Leonard, and aligned with the PNG Governments 
2010-2030 Development Strategic Plan, in increasing electricity supply and 
access for people living in remote communities in PNG. 

The Tagula Government Station is an enclave located on the North 
Western side of Sudest Island, which is situated in the Louisiade 
Archipelago of the Milne Bay Province in Papua New Guinea. 
The area is a constituency of the Samarai Murua Electorate. 
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TAGULA POWER REHABILITATION PROJECT 
Background

Problem Statement

The lack of centralized electricity to the Tagula Government Station for the last 23 years is a key constraint to the development of 
this constituency, its administration and people; in spite of efforts, to rectify the situation, an effective power solution remains a 
predicament for the area administration and its people, given its remoteness and lack of funding.  

Tagula Government Station (Tagula) consists of twenty five (25-30) Houses and administrative buildings. A micro-grid was commissioned 
for the power needs of the area administration in 1998, which consisted of a Perkins 4 cylinder, 50kVa generator that supplied the power
to the administration buildings and homes.  The power plant was attached to a localized low-voltage distribution grid. This setup was 
utilized for around five (5) years until the power lines were deemed hazardous following a cyclone in the region. Over time the generator 
has been sitting idle and not able to produce electricity, due to a faulty alternator. Since then the station has been without centralized 
power for 23 years.
With no power to the station since 2003 the area administrational functions have been truncated, making it impossible to carry out 
minimal tasks, such as powering laptop or computers, printing documents, and photocopying which are basic administration tools.
Today general energy supply systems are rudimentary with the majority of the local populations’ reliance on direct usage of natural 
resources, and small scale renewable energy kits purchased from Alotau or Port Moresby. Power from stand alone generators is for 
those who can afford it, and lighting is from stand alone solar units and other lighting sources such as kerosene lamps and candles. 
Phone battery and radio charging is from solar charging kits via USB ports.
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Analysis of the Problem 

1.  The local power grid infrastructure at Tagula has been deemed unsafe to use following gale force winds in 1998. This 
infrastructure is 23 years old and as such the hardware I.E Power Lines, Power Poles, Cross Members, J Hooks and Service drop 
lines have been exposed to the elements.  The infrastructure has deteriorated over time with the lack of maintenance. 
Oxidization of exposed metal parts in the poles and cables is common given the location of the site (island/coastal). 
Transmission of power over these lines can be dangerous for homes and the residents of the station, and resumption of power 
over this grid could possibly cause electrocution from exposed wires, fires from arcing, short circuiting, and loss of life. 

The following underlying factors need to be addressed
• The local power grid infrastructure is unsafe to use (Power Lines and power poles)
• The installed generator is non- operational and uneconomical to operate
• There is aged Electrical wiring in the administration buildings and homes at the station.

2. Generators were the main stay for provision of off-grid electricity in the past, due to the unavailability or affordability of 
other power generation sources. A stand alone power plant with accompanying grid could easily be deployed successfully 
following best practices. However operation and maintenance costs rise the further a location is away from an urban area.  
This is the case at Tagula Station. The high cost of fuel delivery and the lack of service and maintenance have resulted in a 
lengthy shutdown, further exacerbated by the damaged transmission lines. This has resulted in the abandonment of this power
scheme. 

3. It is unknown when the Electrical wiring in the Tagula Station buildings were installed, however based on preliminery 
findings, some buildings have old wiring, which can be dated back 30 yrs. Buildings built in 1980s or before have an electrical 
system that no longer meets latest standards. Older cabling insulation becomes brittle and can be chewed by rats, older 
standards in the wall outlets and circuit boards if not replaced become fire hazards. Waterproofing of rooves and walls expose 
aged cabling to water and can be the source for electrocution. There is also the issue of improper or outdated grounding for 
the buildings; consequently deeming the buildings unsafe for power, as per PNG building standards. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS (1/2) | 8

2. Generators were the main stay for provision of off-grid electricity in the past, due to the unavailability or affordability of 
other power generation sources. A stand alone power plant with accompanying grid could easily be deployed successfully 
following best practices. However operation and maintenance costs rise the further a location is away from an urban area.  
This is the case at Tagula Station. The high cost of fuel delivery and the lack of service and maintenance have resulted in a 
lengthy shutdown, further exacerbated by the damaged transmission lines. This has resulted in the abandonment of this power
scheme. 

1.  The local power grid infrastructure at Tagula has been deemed unsafe to use following gale force winds in 1998. This 
infrastructure is 23 years old and as such the hardware I.E Power Lines, Power Poles, Cross Members, J Hooks and Service drop 
lines have been exposed to the elements.  The infrastructure has deteriorated over time with the lack of maintenance. 
Oxidization of exposed metal parts in the poles and cables is common given the location of the site (island/coastal). 
Transmission of power over these lines can be dangerous for homes and the residents of the station, and resumption of power 
over this grid could possibly cause electrocution from exposed wires, fires from arcing, short circuiting, and loss of life. 

Recommendations: All infrastructure associated with the distribution network or grid will need to be replaced, from poles to 
the service drop lines, while this is being done technicians may reroute line paths as over time structures may have been built 
close to poles and lines etc. New line paths will be documented and handed to the administration for future references.

Recommendations: The Perkins generator onsite, will have to be serviced and restored to running order. The generator may not beable to 
generate power at its rated 50kVa, due to the models age. It is recommended that a Renewable Hybrid Solar PV, Wind with battery storage be 
installed at Tagula to provide for the stations power needs. The generator will be backup during times when the station load demands surpass 
the renewable hybrids generation.



RECOMMENDATIONS (2/2) 
3. It is unknown when the Electrical wiring in the Tagula Station buildings were installed, however based on preliminery findings, some 
buildings have old wiring, which can be dated back 30 yrs. Buildings built in 1980s or before have an electrical system that no longer 
meets latest standards. Older cabling insulation becomes brittle and can be chewed by rats, older standards in the wall outlets and 
circuit boards if not replaced become fire hazards. Waterproofing of rooves and walls expose aged cabling to water and can be the 
source for electrocution. There is also the issue of improper or outdated grounding for the buildings; consequently deeming the 
buildings unsafe for power, as per PNG building standards. 

Recommendation: All electrical wiring in older buildings is outdated or not to standard, this is common in rural settings. All 
buildings electrical components will also be replaced, from GPO’s to distribution boards. All wiring must be done by certified 
trade’s men who will carry out industry best practices in compliance with PNG Power Standards.
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Schedule 6 Solar Home Light Kits
Supply of 100+ Solar Home Light Kits, for sustainable remote-area rural house lighting. 
Cost summary can be found in Commercials Schedule 6

Project Description
The electricity demands of Tagula station was supplied by an isolated diesel generator in the past. The operating cost of this setup 
was high due to cost of fuel, difficulty of logistics to get it there, security of fuel storage and maintenance of the generator. 
Administratively upkeep of the diesel system impacts on recurring budgets, especially where funding availability is a concern.  It is 
recommended that the Samarai Murua DDA change their focus from traditional diesel to a renewable means of power generation 
when considering a power plant for the rehabilitation of the Tagula station power.
In this situation, a Renewable Hybrid System (RHS) will provide a realistic alternative to supplement the current generator 
to power the station buildings and houses. 
The inclusion of the RHS will significantly reduce the total life cycle cost of the generator, while at the same time provide a 
reliable supply of electricity using the combined energy source of Sun and Wind.

Project Summary (1/2)

This project will; 
(i) Restore power for the Tagula Government Station via a hybridized renewable plant 
(ii) Provide solar street lights 
(iii)provide 100 solar home light kits for 7 nearby villages
(iv) service and restore the redundant Perkins 50kVa diesel generator at the station
(v) replace existing damaged LV lines and associated grid infrastructure
(vi) replace electrical wiring and associated hardware in all buildings connected to the distribution network
(vii)  install energy efficient lighting in station buildings
(viii) train local staff for management of hybrid system after commissioning
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Schedule 6 Solar Home Light Kits
Supply of 100+ Solar Home Light Kits, for sustainable remote-area rural house lighting. 
Cost summary can be found in Commercials Schedule 6

Project Summary

Project Summary (2/2) | 11

Project Name: Tagula Station Power Rehabilitation Project
Country: PNG
Location: Sudest Island Milne Bay Province
Local Govt Area: Tagula Government Station 
Latitude/Longitude: S 11 19’ 46.7”, E 153 12’ 15.1”
Project Type: Micro-Grid Rehabilitation
Renewable Type: Solar PV + Wind + Battery + DG
Size: Solar PV – 175 kWp / Wind Turbine – 20 kWp
Non Renewable: Generator 50 kVa
Distribution: Low Voltage (LV) 3Phase, 3kM
Commissioning: 3rd Quarter 2022
Regulatory Status: PNG Power Regulations
Connections: ~ 30 Buildings



Our Schedules

 OVERVIEW OF SCHEDULES (1/3)

We have categorised the Tagula Station Power Rehabilitation Project into the following schedules to ensure our deliverables are met.
Schedule 1 Renewable Hybrid Power
This involves the Supply and Installation of a customized hybrid solution for Tagula Station, which will provide affordable, reliable, clean,sustainable energy. 
Supply of 100+ Solar Home Light Kits, for sustainable remote-area rural house lighting, And Solar 80Watt Street lights (Refer costing Schedule 1 Commercials )
Time Frame: 3 months procurement; as all hybrid equipment is Ex Italy
1 month Installation of Solar Array, Wind turbine generators and Site Clearance, Foundation, Associated Masonry, Electrical works, Operator Training.  
Does not include travelling time.

Schedule 2 Restoration of station Generator
The in place generator is a Perkins 4 cylinder, 50kVa generator; the restoration will include a full service, and replacement of high wearing parts, our 
preliminary investigation suggests a faulty alternator which shall be replaced, costing are found in Schedule 2. Commercials
Time Frame:  
2 Weeks procurement of parts
1 week Service, Test & Commissioning, Wiring, Mechanical, Electrical Works 
Does not include travelling time.
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Our Schedules

 OVERVIEW OF SCHEDULES (2/3)

Schedule 3 Running of Low Voltage (LV) Reticulation Lines
All LV lines will be replaced including poles, this will include a site visit to verify right of way and best fit for cable routes. Local labour shall be hired 
Time Frame:
1 Week Site visit. Site scoping/ verifying laydown area and establish initial contact with administration.
1 Month Procurement of all hardware & fabrication, Will include installation of street lights
1 Month Installation; Masonry, Electrical, Cabling, Termination, Earthing, Site Clearance Works 
Does not include travelling time.

Schedule 4 Re-Wiring of Station Buildings
All the station buildings will be rewired, with replacement of all components ranging from Switch boards, breakers, Lights, GPOs, Switches and Earthing. 
Costing is found in Schedule 4 Commercials.
Time Frame:
1 Month Procurement of all hardware. Local labour shall be hired
1 Month Installation; Cabling, Termination, Earthing Works
Does not include travelling time
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Our Schedules

 OVERVIEW OF SCHEDULES (3/3)

Logistics:
All logistics to site is categorised as Cargo and Personnel 
(i) Cargo; All cargo is EX POM, via Barge Hire to Alotau then on to Tagula; Equipment for Schedules 1,2,3,4,5&6
(ii) Personnel; 2 Persons to accompany cargo on barge and demob from POM.
(iii)Personnel; 10 Persons shall fly to Misima and with dinghy travel to Tagula.
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Schedule 6 Construction of Equipment Hut/Board & Lodging /Logisitcs
Construction of a Hybrid /Solar Equipment shelter, + Project Management
Cost summary can be found in Commercials Schedule 6
Time Frame:
3 Months Procurement
1 Month Construction; Site clearance, Masonry, Electrical, Cabling, Wiring, Earthing, Building 

Schedule 5 General Electrics /Solar Cabling
This covers general electrical and installation of low power rating fluorescent lights in station buildings, 
And purchasing of Solar Power Cables, Solar Combiner Boxes, Electrical Switch Gear, Isolator 

Switches & Acessories. (Cost summary can be found in Commercials Schedule 5)
Time Frame: To be done while Schedule 4 is being carried out.



OUR SOLUTIONS
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Our Solution

Methodology:
The average load requirement of Tagula station is 32.5 kW. 
APSL technicians carried out load assessments and used rural setting rates to allocate approximately 1-1.5 kW per house. 
Based on these load requirements an assessment was carried out to estimate the renewable energy potential of the site. 
I.E Evaluate whether the sun and wind resources justified using a hybrid at Tagula.
Ryse uses an in house Resource Assessment tool to verify these finding we have designed a site specific  Solar + Wind + 
Battery Hybrid Solution for Tagula. 
(Refer Hybrid Systems Design + Energy Resource Assessment)

Solution:
We propose a Ryse Hybrid Renewable solution for the Tagula station. 
This consists of 4 E5 Wind Turbine Generators coupled with 389 Solar Panels to generate a combined 245,649 (kWh/yr)
The Wind turbines and solar photovoltaic cells will be configured for power generation, in parallel with an in place generator.  
This configuration will rely on the renewable energy as primary source of power with the diesel generator as back-up supply 
for extended periods of low Wind or Sun, or when the usage loads exceed power generation.  
(Refer Tagula Hybrid Design Technical Porposal)

 OVERVIEW OF SOLUTIONS (1/2) | 16



Our Solution

 OVERVIEW OF SOLUTION (2/2) | 17

Business Case
The purpose of renewable energy in the Tagula system is primarily to reduce the dependency on diesel fuel and 
promote renewable energy. The advantages of the customized Ryse Hybrid Renewable system is the system is able 
to cater for 87% of Tagula’s monthly power demand running at 77% efficiency. This equates to savings on fuel 
usage.( Refer Business Case.)

Advantages of this system:
The customized Ryse Hybrid Renewable system will reduce the stations dependency  on diesel fuel, this will 
greatly reduce total cost of ownership of our solution, with a 3.4 -4.0 year break even .I.E the system pays 
itself of in that time. 



TAGULA HYBRID SOLUTION
Technical Proposal 
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OPTION 2 

OUR TECHNICAL PROPOSAL – SUMMARY

*Note: Maximum efficiency point for our wind turbines using the Betz’s Limit as reference. 

OPTION 1 

o Swept area: 14.5 m2

o Diameter: 4.3 m

o Turbine tower: 18 m (can be customized)

▪ Operating wind speed:

o Cut-in wind speed: 2 m/s

o Cut-off wind speed: 60 m/s

o Rated wind speed: 11 m/s

▪ Efficiency = 77%* = Cp = 0.459

▪ 20 kWp horizontal axis wind turbine

▪ Main Dimensions: 

o Swept area: 75.4 m2

o Diameter: 9.8 m

o Turbine tower: 18 m (can be customized)

▪ Operating wind speed:

o Cut-in wind speed: 2 m/s

o Cut-off wind speed: 30 m/s

o Rated wind speed: 11 m/s

▪ Efficiency = 82%* = Cp = 0.485

Solar Panels (175 kWp)

▪ Ground Mounted

▪ Tier One 450 Wp high efficiency panels

▪ ~ 20.5 efficiency rating

▪ 25-year linear power warranty 

▪ 12-year material warranty

▪ Lithium-ion Battery Storage

▪ 200 kWh total capacity

▪ ≈ 1/2 day of autonomy

▪ 95% DOD

▪ 175 kWp solar PV

▪ Ground Mounted

▪ Tier One 450 Wp high efficiency panels

▪ ~ 20.5 efficiency rating

▪ 25-year linear power warranty 

▪ 12-year material warranty

▪ Lithium-ion Battery Storage

▪ 200 kWh total capacity

▪ ≈ 1/2 day of autonomy

▪ 95% DOD

▪ 5.5 kWp horizontal axis wind turbine

▪ Main Dimensions: 

▪ 175 kWp solar PV

4x E-5 (5.5 kWp) APSL RECOMMENDED 1x E-20 (20 kWp)

Solar PV (175 kWp) APSL RECOMMENDED Solar PV (175 kWp)

Active Power Systems Limited offers these Ryse Hybrid Renewable options for the Tagula site
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Ryse Energy’s proposed a Hybrid Renewable solution for the Tagula Site

4x E-5 WIND TURBINE  + 175 KWP OF SOLAR PANELS

DESCRIPTION

Ryse Energy can propose 4x E-5 Wind Turbine on
a 18m Lattice Tower + 175 kW of Solar PV

SYSTEM DESIGN

4x E-5 Wind Turbines

RYSE ENERGY TECHNICAL SOLUTION OPTION 1 | 20



SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM FOR HYBRID CONFIGURATION

Electrical overview of the hybrid installation for Tagula

SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM (1) | 21



RYSE ENERGY TECHNICAL SOLUTION OPTION 2
Ryse Energy’s proposed a Hybrid Renewable solution for the Tagula Site

1x E-20 WIND TURBINE + 175 KWP OF SOLAR PANELS

DESCRIPTION

Ryse Energy can propose 1x E-20 Wind Turbine
on a 21m Lattice Tower + 175 kW of Solar PV

SYSTEM DESIGN
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HYBRID SYSTEM DESIGN
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SIZING ASSUMPTIONS (1/2)
The following are the assumptions which Ryse Energy have considered

▪ The system sizing has been carried out using tools such as Google Earth to define the available space for each site. This 
sizing is subject to further information from the client

▪ Each system has been sized maximizing the solar and wind capacity according to the site space and natural resource 
constraints

▪ The battery autonomy has been set at half day (300kWh) to optimise the cost and the space available on site

RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEM SIZING 

▪ Wind and solar energy are variable sources. Ryse Energy therefore cannot accept responsibility for the actual wind/solar 
resource experienced at these sites and the resultant annual energy generation estimates, as they are subject to many 
factors beyond Ryse Energy’s control
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The following are the assumptions which Ryse Energy have considered

ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS (2/2)

BUSINESS CASE 

▪ Average load of the sites considered for the calculations: 32.5 kW

▪ Diesel Price has been estimated at $ 0.99 + $ 0.54 for the Logistics cost

▪ Diesel Consumption values have been estimated using a 110 kVA Diesel Generator Data Sheet operating at 75% load

▪ Diesel Generator CAPEX + O&M + Logistics have been based on similar Ryse Energy projects

▪ Diesel Generator has been estimated at a lifespan of 20 000 operating hours
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 ENERGY RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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SOLUTION APPROACH
We follow a 3-phased approach to deliver a Hybrid Renewable Energy Solution

Energy Resource 
Assessment (ERA)

System Design Business Case

G
o

a
l

O
v

e
rv

ie
w

Estimate the amount of energy that can 
be produced in a specific site using our 
in-house energy resource modelling tools

Design a customized renewable energy 
system (small wind – solar PV – battery 
storage) capable of covering the 
maximum site energy consumption

Develop a business model which estimates 
the amount of OPEX savings (diesel, O&M) 
that our proposed energy solution can 
deliver and its payback period

▪ Obtain input technical site data (site 
energy consumption, diesel specs, 
diesel consumption…)

▪ Evaluate the wind and sun resources 
available in the site (specific geo-
coordinates)

▪ Estimate the amount of energy that 
can be produced with our renewable 
technology

▪ Size the renewable energy technology 
meeting the site consumption, site 
technical specifications, space 
availability 

▪ Size the connecting devices that form 
the hybrid system (inverters, chargers, 
batteries, cabling)

▪ Size the system structural elements 
(wind turbine tower, solar PV 
foundations…)

▪ Calculate the hybrid system CAPEX

▪ Evaluate the OPEX savings (diesel and 
O&M) that our proposal can offer 
compared to the existing power 
solution (brownfield) or alternative 
solutions (greenfield)

▪ Calculate the payback period of our 
proposed solution using the OPEX 
savings previously calculated

1 2 3

P
h

a
se
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Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ave.

Wind Speed (m/s) 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.8 5.3 5.4 6.4 6.0 5.9 5.1 4.2 3.2 4.7

Energy Production-

Day (kWh)
26 23 20 27 73 79 127 106 101 65 36 16 58

Energy Production-

Month (kWh)
800 652 632 804 2,256 2,360 3,932 3,276 3,024 2,024 1,068 512 1,778

OPTION 1: ENERGY RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
Energy resource assessment of Tagula Government site using the Option 1

WIND RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 
Model 4x E-5 HAWT Terrain Roughness Rugged Terrain

Rated Power 4 kW Max Power 5,5 kW

Tower Height 18 m Swept Area 14,5 m2

No. of Panels 389 Install Type 175 kWp

Panel Rated Power 450 Wp Average Temperature 26.6ºC

Specific Photovoltaic 

Power Output
1,473 kWh/kWp Installation System Ground Mounted

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ave.

Energy Production-

Day (kWh)
723 695 637 562 497 439 459 532 599 684 768 781 615

Energy Production-

Month (kWh)
22,389 19,606 19,746 16,875 15,387 13,199 14,214 16,472 17,960 21,199 23,072 24,192 18,692

WIND SPEEDS

SOLAR IRADIANCE

Location: Tagula, Papa New Guinea

Description: Off-Grid Site

Objective: Reduce the dependency on 
diesel fuel and promote renewable energy

PROJECT DETAILS ENERGY RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

SOLAR RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

Renewable Source Energy Production

Wind 21,340 kWh/year

Solar PV 224,309 kWh/year

Combined 245,649 kWh/year

TAGULA SITE

ENERGY RESOURCE SUMMARY

Note: Wind and solar energy are variable sources. Ryse Energy therefore cannot accept responsibility for the actual wind and solar resource experienced at these sites and the resultant annual energy generation 
estimates, as they are subject to many factors beyond Ryse Energy’s control. 
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WIND RESOURCE OUTCOMES
Energy resource assessment of Tagula Government site using the Option 1

RESULTS RECOMMENDATION

ENERGY DEMAND / WIND ANALYSIS
20,471 kWh is the monthly 

average wind energy production in the 
site

23,400 kWh is the monthly 

average energy demand in the site

Up to 87% of overall energy 

demand will be covered with the Ryse 
Energy Hybrid Renewable Energy 
System

Ryse Energy Wind 
System 

Site Solution
No. of Turbines: 

E-5
Wind Production

(kWh/year)
Solar Production 

(kWh/year)

Net Production: 
Solar PV + Wind 

(kWh/year)

Total Demand
(kWh/year)

Ryse Energy
Wind System

4 21,340 224,309 245,649 280,800

Note: Wind and solar energy are variable sources. Ryse Energy therefore cannot accept responsibility for the actual wind and solar resource experienced at these sites and the resultant annual energy generation 
estimates, as they are subject to many factors beyond Ryse Energy’s control. 
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Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ave.

Wind Speed (m/s) 3.9 3.7 3.6 3.9 5.5 5.6 6.6 6.2 6.1 5.3 4.3 3.3 4.8

Energy Production-

Day (kWh)
43 38 34 44 120 130 210 175 167 108 59 27 96

Energy Production-

Month (kWh)
1,324 1,076 1,048 1,330 3,731 3,906 6,505 5,423 5,006 3,349 1,764 850 2,943

OPTION 2: ENERGY RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
Energy resource assessment of Tagula Government site using the Option 2

WIND RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 
Model E-20 HAWT Terrain Roughness Rugged Terrain

Rated Power 18 kW Max Power 20 kWp

Tower Height 21 m Swept Area 75.4 m2

No. of Panels 389 Install Type 175 kWp

Panel Rated Power 450 Wp Average Temperature 26.6ºC

Specific Photovoltaic 

Power Output
1,473 kWh/kWp Installation System Ground Mounted

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ave.

Energy Production-

Day (kWh)
723 695 637 562 497 439 459 532 599 684 768 781 615

Energy Production-

Month (kWh)
22,389 19,606 19,746 16,875 15,387 13,199 14,214 16,472 17,960 21,199 23,072 24,192 18,692

WIND SPEEDS

SOLAR IRADIANCE

Location: Tagula, Papa New Guinea

Description: Off-Grid Site

Objective: Reduce the dependency on 
diesel fuel and promote renewable energy

PROJECT DETAILS ENERGY RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

SOLAR RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

Renewable Source Energy Production

Wind 35,312 kWh/year

Solar PV 224,309 kWh/year

Combined 259,621 kWh/year

TAGULA SITE

ENERGY RESOURCE SUMMARY

Note: Wind and solar energy are variable sources. Ryse Energy therefore cannot accept responsibility for the actual wind and solar resource experienced at these sites and the resultant annual energy generation 
estimates, as they are subject to many factors beyond Ryse Energy’s control. 
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WIND RESOURCE OUTCOMES
Energy resource assessment of Tagula Government site using the Option 2

RESULTS RECOMMENDATION

ENERGY DEMAND / WIND ANALYSIS
21,635 kWh is the monthly 

average wind energy production in the 
site

23,400 kWh is the monthly 

average energy demand in the site

Up to 92% of overall energy 

demand will be covered with the Ryse 
Energy Hybrid Renewable Energy 
System

4 months will be 100% covered 

with Ryse Energy Solution

Ryse Energy Wind 
System 

Site Solution
No. of Turbines: 

E-20
Wind Production

(kWh/year)
Solar Production 

(kWh/year)

Net Production: 
Solar PV + Wind 

(kWh/year)

Total Demand
(kWh/year)

Ryse Energy
Wind System

1 35,312 224,309 259,621 280,800

Note: Wind and solar energy are variable sources. Ryse Energy therefore cannot accept responsibility for the actual wind and solar resource experienced at these sites and the resultant annual energy generation 
estimates, as they are subject to many factors beyond Ryse Energy’s control. 
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ENERGY RESOURCE ASSESSMENT TOOL 
We use an in-house energy resource modelling tool that pulls data from up to five different internationally recognised sources 

* Our algorithms have a margin of error which can vary between 1-15%. Turbulence loses of nearby objects are not considered within the energy production calculation.

▪ Our in-house energy modeling tool uses data from the most relevant 

international sources*: 

o PVGIS (Photovoltaic Geographical Information System)

o DTU (Technical University of Denmark Wind Energy Research Center)

o MERRA-2 (Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and 

Applications by NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office)

o VAISALA (10-year WRF model from NCEP/NCAR 1997 – 2006)

o CENER (National Renewable Energy Center in Spain) 
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Full terms and conditions can be found in the Appendix. 

COMMERCIALS (1/7)

Total          K 2,497,235.45

Description

SCHEDULE 1. HYBRID SOLUTION - OPTION 1: 4x E-5 + 175 kWpof Solar PV

| 36

Solar WInd Hybrid System 4x E-5 + Lattice Tower 18m,Solar PV +Support Structure+Charger+Inverter+Batteries 1 2,213,685.45

Installation of Solar PV Support Structure (Labour) 1      18,000.00

Installation Solar PV Panels. 450 Wp. (Labour)   1      27,650.00

Cabling + Connectors   1        8,900.00

Wind Generator Ryse E-5  Installation (Labour)  1      25,000.00

Wind  Lattice Tower Foundation Installation (Labour) 1       8,500.00

Electrical ancillaries- junction boxes etc.Including cabling   1        45,000.00

Sundaya 4 Light Solar Home Kit (100Homes) 1     150,500.00

Commercial offer for Ryse Energy Renewable Solution for Tagula



  

Total

QTY Total 

Commercial offer for TAGULA Generator Restoration Works

Description

COMMERCIALS (2/7)

SCHEDULE 2 : GENERATOR RESTORATION 

K 23,100.00
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Perkins 50 KVA Generator Spare Parts & Accessories 1  17,500.00

Labour to Install, Test & Comission 1    5,600.00



  

Total

Description QTY Total 

Commercial offer for TAGULA Housing Electricals Works

COMMERCIALS (3/7)

SCHEDULE 3 : ELECTRICAL WIRING STATION HOUSES & BUILDING 
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     K  293,418.86

Electrical Wiring of Station Buildings & Replacement of Light Fixtures Cables Included (Est 30 Houses) 1 209,929.86

Labour for General Electrical  (Est 30 Houses)  1   83,489.00



  

Total

QTY Total 

Commercial offer for TAGULA Housing LV Reticulation Works

Description

COMMERCIALS (4/7)

SCHEDULE 4 : LV RETICULATION TAGULA 

K332,524.22
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LV Reticulation for District Buildings Houses & Offices Inclusive /Cables Incl (Est Total 30 BuilDings) 1 248,924.22

Labour Casual/Local Semi Skilled 1   18,000.00

Labour to install, test,comission/ Skilled                                                                                                                                  1  57,600.00

Womens Group                                                                                                                                                                     1     8,000.00



  

Total

QTY Total Description

COMMERCIALS (5/7) | 40

General Parts , Electrical Fittings, Cable Ties Misc Items 1 18,900.00

Labour to Install, Test & Comission (Est 30 BuilDings) 1 15,000.00

Solar Power Cables/Solar Combiner Boxes/Electrical Switch Gear + Accessories      1                                    49,485.15

K 83,385.15

SCHEDULE 5 : GENERAL ELECTRICAL WORKS / SOLAR CABLING

Commercial offer for Tagula General Electrical Works



  

Total

QTY Total Description

COMMERCIALS (6/7) | 41

 6.4  Logistics                                                                                                                                                                               1                                    100,000.00

 6.2  Labour to Construct  Equipment Hut                                                                                                                                     1                                     49,000.00

 6.1 Building Material, Bricks, Roofing Iron, Timber, Cement, deform bars, electrical wiring/GPOs etc                                             1                                     37,700.00

 6.3  Board & Lodging                                                                                                                                                                  1                                    100,000.00

K 406,700.00

 6.5 Ryse Hybrid Plant Installation &  Operator Training                                                                                                                1                                     120,000.00

SCHEDULE 6 : EQUIPMENT HUT/ BOARD&LODGING/ LOGISTICS

Commercial offer for  Construction Of Tagula Equipment Hut



   

COMMERCIALS: SUMMARY

COMMERCIALS (7/7)

Description

Total

GrandTotal

  GST
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  363,636.37 

  4,000,000.05

SCHEDULE 1 : HYBRID SOLUTION  (OPTION 1: 4x E-5 + 175 kWp of Solar PV )  2,497,235.45

SCHEDULE 2 : GENERATOR RESTORATION        23,100.00

SCHEDULE 3 : ELECTRICAL WIRING STATION HOUSES & BUILDING    293,418.86

SCHEDULE 4 : LV RETICULATION TAGULA    332,524.22

SCHEDULE 5 : GENERAL ELECTRICAL WORKS / SOLAR CABLING     83,385.15

SCHEDULE 6 : EQUIPMENT HUT/BOARD & LODGING/ LOGISTICS    406,700.00

 3,636,636.68 

Commercial Summary for the Tagula STation Power Rehabilitation Project
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DISPLACING FOSSIL-FUEL GENERATION IN 
REMOTE LOCATIONS

PROVIDING CLEAN ENERGY FOR 
COMMERCIALLY-DRIVEN MARKETS

Providing renewable energy solutions for Challenging urban and rural environments in Papua New Guinea

Where the fuel cost and accessibility is a challenge, and there

is a harmful environmental footprint

Where companies see the  economic and environmental 

benefits from utilizing renewable energy  

Where rural populations require access to clean, 

affordable, reliable and sustainable energy

TACKLING ENERGY POVERTY ACROSS 
COMMUNITIES

ACTIVE POWER SYSTEMS LIMITED 

Active Power Systems Limited (APSL) is a 100% Papua 
New Guinean owned power company who has been  
in operation for the last 17 years,  since 2003. 

Our Vision

Active Power Systems Limited aspires to provide 
our clients in Papua New Guinea with the Highest 
Quality Power Supply Equipment and Service,  with 
full after sales back up by trained Engineers, 
with no substitutefor quality.

We have the unique ability to provide an entire 
engineering solution customized to the  specific 
needs of a project, based on our customers 
requirements.

We offer wind and solar as standalone technologies 
either grid-connected or off-grid with energy storage, 
as part of our Renewable Power Generation capabilities.
 

We specialize  in  the  provision  of  renewable  energy  to  three  
key markets.
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| 4ACTIVE POWER SYSTEMS LIMITED 
Providing renewable energy solutions for Challenging urban and rural environments in Papua New Guinea

APSL has partnered with Ryse Energy and Sundaya, two industry leading  Wind Generation and Solar 
manufacturers for the Tagula Governemt Station Power Rehabilitation Project.  

Through these partnerships in the renewable energy sector , APSL has the capability to hybridize  
wind technology with solar PV and energy storage to create bespoke and reliable hybrid renewable 
systems for a variety of sectors, from decarbonizing infrastructure such as telecoms and O&G, to 
community power for rural electrification in Papua New Guinea

Ryse Energy is an impact-driven, energy company with  more than 4,000 installations across all seven 
continents. Ryse Energy is a manufacturer of wind turbine products ranging from 3-60kW capacity, 
ideally suited for community rural electrification. Their wind technology is the most diverse and 
advanced in the renewable energy  sector.

Sundaya specializes in manufacturing innovative, user and environmentally friendly Stand Alone 
Solar Home Light Kits, with ingenious applications suitable for rural locations in Papua New Guinea
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With our local knowledge and our strategic 
partnerships we have a unique capability of 

bringing hybridized wind, solar PV and 
battery storage solutions to some of the 

most challenging rural sites in PNG

W I N D  T E C H N O L O G Y H Y B R I D  C A P A B I L I T Y

WHAT WE DO

APSL Provides Power Solutions for a varied 
clientele in;

•   Building & Construction
• Telecommunications
• Extractive Industries

• Donor Agencies
• Government SOEs

• SMEs

Our international service and 
installation team have decades of 

experience across all seven 
continents and ensure project 

delivery and 
maintenance.

POWER ENGINEERING SERVICES S E R V I C I N G  G L O B A L L Y

APSL has partnered with Ryse Energy  
whose core technology is small-scale 
wind. With over 4,000 installations and 
the most diverse and advanced 
technology portfolio across the 
renewable industry 



WHERE WE MAKE AN IMPACT

ENVIRONMENTECONOMIC

Making a financial and economic 
impact to the operating costs to 

each client we engage with.

RESILIENT

Ensuring resilient and reliable 
renewable energy through a 

combination of wind, solar PV 
and energy storage.

Decarbonizing infrastructure and 
businesses, reducing greenhouse 

gas emissions.
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 ABOUT RYSE ENERGY
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Our E-Range includes 3-blade horizontal axis turbines of 3-60 kW use 
big wind technology to provide a superior, more efficient performance 
against competitors.

The turbines are designed to IEC 61400-2 Class I specifications, in 
order to safely operate in high wind speed environments with the 
potential for extreme gusts.

AI Storm Detection algorithms and safety lock mechanisms protect the 
turbine in extreme weather conditions, whilst intelligent Ryse Energy 
software manages up to 700 variables to optimize and improve 
performance.

In total, several thousand of these turbines have been deployed 
throughout the world, in a range of applications and environments. 

The E-Range's Class I design specifications, combined with a low start-
up wind speed of 2 m/s, allows these turbines to be able to efficiently 
generate power over a wide range of site conditions.

E-RANGE
Advanced and innovative small wind turbines, using big wind technology
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Ryse Energy has the in-house experience for the design, build and
installation of solar PV and battery systems. Each package we offer is 
custom-configured to the unique requirements of the site, 
incorporating solar PV panels, power inverters and battery facilities.

Ryse Services team members are manufacturer trained and
qualified engineers and have over 10 years of industry experience. The 
team has worked across small scale domestic, to large scale 
commercial installations.

As part of the S-Range, Ryse Energy offers a series of EV
options and are an Office for Low Emission V
approved installer. Furthermore, Ryse Energy;

• Is ELECSA Certified & MCS Approved
• Is a member of the Renewable Energy Code (RECC)
• Offers an independent, insurance backed on systems installed

S-RANGE
Solar, Storage & Servicing solutions available
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With best in class horizontal and vertical axis wind turbines and over 4,000 
successful installations globally, Ryse Energy wind turbines have a proven 
track record of delivering value in a range of applications.

We can provide the optimum wind generation solution for your application 
through our advanced generating technologies, turbine design philosophies 
and control algorithms.

Our portfolio of robust, efficient, and variable horizontal axis wind turbines 
(HAWTs) have been in continuous development for over thirty years and are 
scalable across a variety of wind speeds and energy needs.

Our industry experts in engineering and design have over multiple years of 
development and testing developed high performance yet low maintenance 
vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs) suitable for a range of client 
applications. 

Our wind technologies cover the main three classifications of wind speeds, 
ensuring we have a solution suitable for every environment.

WIND TURBINE TECHNOLOGY
The most advanced and diverse wind technology portfolio in the sector
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Each solar energy package we offer is custom-configured to 
the unique requirements of the site, incorporating solar PV 
panels and power inverters. In addition, we utilize the most 
advanced energy storage capabilities in order to create a 
reliable and consistent renewable energy supply.

The integration of our wind technologies, coupled with solar 
PV and energy storage create truly decentralized hybrid 
systems. We have hundreds of installations in remote 
locations where harmful and expensive diesel generators 
were the primary source of energy.

Our bespoke and innovative bad-grid, off-grid and micro-grid 
systems have the ability to displace diesel, lower electricity 
costs, produce sustainable renewable energy, and have been 
used to power homes, communities, transport systems and 
businesses across the globe.

SOLAR & HYBRID SOLUTIONS
From kW to MW installations of standalone solar, and hybrid solutions
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CONSULTATION, INSTALLATION,

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE

In addition to our full turnkey installation service on a worldwide 
basis, Ryse Energy offers renewable energy consultation services 
and feasibility studies. We offer in-house planning and grid-
connection expertise for assistance with your project. 

Our experienced planning team host a wealth of experience within 
the renewable energy sector and can offer you support or full 
service for your planning requirements.

We also have an international network of service
and maintenance capabilities from service teams located in North 
America, USDope and the Middle East. Our service teams offer a 
wealth of knowledge and experience in servicing and maintaining 
small – medium scale wind turbines. 

We aren't limited to our own products and can offer competitive 
rates and service packages to suit customer needs.
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OVER 4,000 INSTALLS, ALL SEVEN CONTINENTS 
Selected Ryse Energy case studies across the globe

MICRO-GRID INDUSTRIAL REMOTE LOCATION OFF-GRID PIPELINE

REMOTE ISLAND RURAL COMMUNITY WIND-TO-WATER TELECOMS REMOTE ISLAND TELECOMS

Clean decentralized energy in Tonga Providing access to electricity in Ghana Wind-to-water in Kenya Reducing diesel consumption in 
telecoms industry in Chile

Off-grid wind energy in the Caribbean Providing clean renewable energy in 
Spain 

Access to off-grid energy for 700 people who did not have 
previously have access in Cape Verde

Decarbonizing industrial facilities in Mexico with a rooftop 
wind installation

Providing power to a wave energy generation 
plant at sea

Providing decentralized renewable energy to a remote 
pipeline monitoring station in Spain
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OUR REACH
With offices across the globe and more than 4,000 projects across all seven continents, Ryse Energy has an unrivalled global reach.

Middle East & Africa Office

United Arab Emirates

India Office &

Manufacturing

India

UK Office & Manufacturing

United Kingdom 

USDope Office 

& Manufacturing

Spain

North America Office

Texas, USA

Asia Office

Singapore
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International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)
The IRENA Coalition for Action is a key international network to discuss industry trends, determine actions, 
share knowledge and exchange best practices with the vision to drive the global energy transition in line with 
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal on energy.

MEMBERSHIPS & ACCREDITATIONS 
As a global leader in renewable energy, Ryse Energy works with the largest renewable energy bodies and provides the highest standards or quality, reliability and transparency.

Renewable Energy Consumer Code
Sets out high consumer protection standards for businesses who are selling or leasing renewable energy 
generation systems to domestic consumers.

Alliance for Rural Electrification
The international business association that promotes a sustainable decentralized renewable energy industry for 
the 21st century.

Electrical Contractors Association
The UK's leading trade association representing and supporting the interests of electrotechnical and building 
engineering services contractors.

Microgeneration Certification Scheme
Ryse Energy is an MCS approved installer for solar and wind technologies.
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Ryse Energy has worked with several major Telecom operators with a growing portfolio of installations around the globe
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 CASE STUDIES
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PROVIDING OFF-GRID TELECOMS FOR 
GOVERNMENT OF ARAGON

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Ryse Energy’s high-performance equipment has been installed to supply energy to a
high consumption telecoms site

Sector Telecommunications

Location Spain

Type Off-Grid

Installation E-5 Turbine, Solar PV & Battery Storage

Total Power 11.5 kWp

The responsibility for the optimal operation of the facility in Ejulve, which rents to Vodafone,

Orange and Movistar among others was given to Ryse Energy to supply reliable, renewable

power.

6 kWp of photovoltaic energy and a Ryse Energy E-5 wind turbine are responsible for providing

more than 50 kWh/day on average to the facility.

Additionally, the site parameters are fully monitored, with remote access being able to control

each of element. Components for installation were pre-assembled at the factory and shipped as a

unit for quick and simple installation and start-up.



PROVIDING OFF-GRID TELECOMS FOR 
GOVERNMENT OF HUESCA

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Ryse Energy E-5 wind turbine, combined with solar PV is capable of delivering more
than 70 kWh/day

Sector Telecommunications

Location Spain

Type Off-Grid

Installation E-5 Turbine, Solar PV & Battery Storage

Total Power 13.8 kWp

This 100% renewable single-phase installation is comprised of a E-5 HAWT, 36 solar panels of

230 Wp, 3,000 Ah battery storage and a 6, 000 W Inverter.

With this type of installation, there will be an energy supply of 24 hours a day for 365 days a

year. Since at night solar energy is not available, the wind provides the energy needed to charge

the batteries. This allows them to discharge in less depth, increasing the useful life cycles of the

system.

Additionally, this type of installation can be pre-assembled in shipping containers at the factory

and transported to the destination for quick deployment and commissioning.



INSTALLING A MICROGRID FOR A VILLAGE 
COMMUNITY IN CAPE VERDE

MICROGRID

The micro generation plant has a nominal power of 45 kW and is capable of
supplying specific peaks of more than 100 kW

Sector Microgrid

Location Cape Verde

Type Off-Grid

Installation E-5 Turbines, Solar  PV & Battery Storage

Total Power 36.5 kWp

Ryse Energy have provided reliable energy access to a village of over 700 people in Cape Verde,

Africa who were previously living without energy, helping to shift the energy balance.

This micro-generation plant has a nominal power of 45 kW and is capable of supplying peaks of

more than 100 kW. The installation is made up of a 3x E-5 HAWTs and a 20 kWp solar PV plant

which are connected directly to an alternating consumption bus via central inverters, creating a

three-phase network and maintaining a fully stable 400 V and 50 Hz frequency output. The

energy generated through the three-phase network is then distributed throughout the village

thanks to a newly installed power line of more than 10 km in length.



SUSTAINABLE GREENHOUSE WITH RENEWABLE 
ENERGY

MICROGRID

The Primaflor Group chose Ryse Energy to completely automate and further its
green credentials by powering one of its greenhouses with renewable energy

Sector Microgrid

Location Spain

Type On-Grid

Installation E-5 Turbines, Solar PV.

Total Power 56.5  kWp

The Primaflor group is a company which develops its activity within the field of growing different

varieties of lettuce as well as other vegetables.

The renewable installation consists of 3x E-5 HAWTs and 40 kWp solar PV, connected to a

three-phase national grid network. The installation has a custom-made monitoring application, so

that both the solar and wind energy production can be easily monitored.

The wind turbines installed have an incredibly low noise profile, as this was one of the key

requirements of the project.



HYBRID ENERGY FOR RESIDENTIAL HOME

RESIDENTIAL

The renewable installation is made up of a hybrid system which generates 65% of
the site’s energy consumption through solar PV and 35% through wind energy

Sector Residential

Location Spain

Type Off-Grid

Installation
E-5 Turbine, Solar PV, Battery Storage & Backup 
Diesel Generator

Total Power 11.5 kWp

For this project, special spaces were designed taking into consideration the unique temperatures

and airflows. Anti-vandal safety structures were manufactured and the optimum dimensioning of

all the necessary equipment was calculated by programming the 10,000 VA main inverter to

guarantee the maximum useful life of the batteries, which have an estimated lifespan of around

18 years.

This renewable installation is able to power 2x Jacuzzis, 1x pool pump, 1x gym AC, 1x heat pump

to cover 150 m2, external lighting for 1,000 m2 and other electrical appliances like ovens and

washing machines etc.



RYSE ENERGY EQUIPS FENG-SHUI HOME WITH 
RENEWABLE ENERGY

RESIDENTIAL

Ryse Energy carried out a hybrid installation comprising of wind and solar energy

Sector Residential

Location Spain

Type Off-Grid

Installation E-5 Turbine, Solar PV & Battery Storage

Total Power 7 kWp

When installing this hybrid system, Ryse Energy had to take into account of important concepts

so as to not disrupt the Chi of the house such as the orientation of the land so that it would

benefit its owners, the height of the cables of the electrical installation so that the

electromagnetic fields caused by the circulation of current did not affect the inhabitants and all

kinds of details.

For Ryse Energy it was a pleasure to be selected to provide this house with clean energy, since

the design, energy and efficiency requirement had to be of the highest quality for both

performance and integration with the Chi of the house.



PROVIDING HYBRID ENERGY FOR LIVESTOCK 
FARMING 

Located in Millán, Spain it manages feed, milking and breeding for more than 150 herd of cattle by

means of fully automatic and robotic systems. Renewables in combination with robotics provides

an united management and control for the livestock industry.

Our Hybrid System which consists of (3 x E-5 wind turbine, solar system, and batteries of 2000 Ah)

was installed at this facility in order to reduce the electricity expenditures, where a backup diesel

generator is used only in rare instances when there is less renewable energy available which means

the cost of electricity at the site is minimal.

The energy supply now comes from 100% renewable energy, providing more than 120 kWh/day,

with a peak power of around 40 kW.

AGRICULTURAL

Ryse Energy installed a hybrid system comprised of 3x E-5 HAWTs, solar PV and
energy storage to power the livestock farming facility.

Sector Agricultural

Location Spain

Type Off-Grid

Installation E-5 Turbines, Solar Panels & Battery Storage

Total Power 18 kWp



SUSTAINABLE FARMING PROVIDING CLEAN 
ENERGY TO AGRICULTURE

The E-20 wind turbine is designed to meet the energy demands of small industrial applications

such as farms, greenhouses, warehouses, etc. E-20’s efficiency of generation and its design allowed

Ryse Energy to supply three-phase installations of high power with high performance to this farm

for the purpose of reducing dependency on the grid in order to cut the bills.

Designed to meet the requirements of the IEC- 1400-2 standard, the E-20 has an active control

system to manage its four safety systems and optimizes its production by modifying its pitch angle,

according to the detected climatic characteristics of the site.

This farm, mainly dedicated to the production of milk, has an approximate consumption of 130

kWh/day where the E-20 wind turbine supplies 80% of the energy demand.

AGRICULTURAL

Ryse Energy aims to create a decentralized and sustainable agricultural economy

Sector Agricultural

Location Netherlands

Type On-Grid

Installation E-20 Turbine

Total Power 18 kW

Photo need replaced with 
no Enair logo.



WIND TURBINES FOR ICE FACTORY 

An ice factory in Salina Cruz, Mexico has two of our E-20 HAWTs which have been roof-mounted

to maximize the energy production given the surrounding buildings and rough topography.

The area has an average wind speed of 7.5 m/s and the system is capable of generating an average

energy output of 190.6 kWh/day or 69,659 kWh/year, meeting around 20% of the factory’s total

energy demand.

INDUSTRIAL

Ryse Energy’s E-20 wind turbines have been installed on top of an ice factory,
producing over 69,500 kWh of electricity per year

Sector Industrial

Location Mexico

Type On-Grid

Installation E-20 Turbines

Total Power 36 kW



PROVIDING WIND POWER TO A TOWN IN CHILE

3 x E-20 Wind Turbines were installed in this town to make use of high average wind speed in this

region which is 7.3 m/sec, to power the town in South of Chile, as this is a great investment to

generate electricity from the sustainable wind energy.

The temperature ranges from -20 ºC to 20ºC. It is an on-grid three phase installation. The turbine

installed is connected to a smart grid.

REMOTE COMMUNITIES

Ryse Energy installed 3x E-20 wind turbines in the remote town of Chile.

Sector Remote Communities

Location Chile

Type On-Grid

Installation E-20 Turbines

Total Power 54 kW



 DATA SHEETS



E-5 HAWT (1/2)
5kW Small Wind Turbine for On-Grid & Off-Grid Applications

The E-5 is capable of off-setting 
greenhouse gas emissions from 

38,902 miles driven by a passenger 
vehicle each year

ANNUAL MEAN WIND SPEED (M/S) ESTIMATED ANNUAL OUTPUT (KWH)

2 290

3 1,900

4 3,900

5 6,900

6 10,900

7 14,300

8 17,700

9 20,000

10 22,500

APPLICATIONS POWER CURVE

FEATURES

• Active Blade Pitch Control
• Advanced safety mechanisms
• Remote Control
• Storm detection
• Anti-Corrosive Blades

• Telecoms
• Pipeline/Security Monitoring
• Oil & Gas
• Off-Grid
• Micro-Grid
• Residential
• Cold Weather Environments



E-5 HAWT (2/2)
Technical data for the E-5 Wind Turbine

TECHNICAL DATA

Generator Type Permanent Magnet

Maximum Power 5.5 kW

Rated Power 4 kW

Configuration Horizontal Axis

No. of Blades 3

Blade Material Glass fibre with polyurethane core

Blade Length 2.15 m

Rotor Diameter 4.3 m

Swept Area 14.5 m2

Nominal Rotor Speed 250 rpm

Pitch/Yaw
Upwind passive pitch with steering 

rudder

Cut-In Wind Speed 2 m/s

Rated Wind Speed 11 m/s

Cut-Out Wind Speed 60 m/s

Survival Wind Speed 70 m/s

Rotor & Nacelle Weight 165 kg

Tower Types Lattice, Monopole, Tilt-Up

Tower Heights L/M/T: 6 - 27 m

Temperature Range -20° to 50°C

Lifetime & Servicing 20 years design life

IEC Turbine Design Class Class I



E-20 HAWT (1/2)
20 kW Wind Turbine for On-Grid & Off-Grid Applications

The E-20 is capable 
of supplying 

electricity to 13 
homes each year

ANNUAL MEAN WIND SPEED (M/S) ESTIMATED ANNUAL OUTPUT (KWH)

2 4,080

3 10,700

4 20,500

5 32,200

6 47,800

7 64,800

8 81,300

9 95,900

10 107,800

APPLICATIONS

• Industrial & Commercial 
• Agricultural
• Off-Grid
• Micro-Grid
• Remote & Island Communities
• Built-Up Environments

POWER CURVE

FEATURES

• Active Blade Pitch Control
• Advanced safety mechanisms
• Remote Control
• Storm detection
• Anti-Corrosive Blades



E-20 HAWT (2/2)
Technical data for the E-20 Wind Turbine

TECHNICAL DATA

Generator Type Permanent Magnet

Maximum Power 20 kW

Rated Power 18 kW

Configuration Horizontal Axis

No. of Blades 3

Blade Material Glass fibre with polyurethane core

Blade Length 4.5 m

Rotor Diameter 9.8 m

Swept Area 75.4 m2

Nominal Rotor Speed 120 rpm

Pitch Variable active pitch

Cut-In Wind Speed 2 m/s

Rated Wind Speed 11 m/s

Cut-Out Wind Speed 30 m/s

Survival Wind Speed 70 m/s

Rotor & Nacelle Weight 1,000 kg

Tower Types Lattice, Monopole, Tilt-Up

Tower Heights L/M/T: 15 - 27 m

Temperature Range -20° to 50°C

Lifetime & Servicing 20 years design life

IEC Turbine Design Class Class I



RYSE ENERGY S-RANGE | DATA SHEET
450 Wp Tier One Solar Panel

Note: Under PPA model all responsibility for equipment replacement lies with the project developer.

Solar Panels - Longi or Equivalent

MANUFACTURER

Mono PERC

TECHNOLOGY

~ 20.5

EFFİCİENCY

72

CELL PCS

25-year Linear Power, 12-year material

WARRANTY

1,500 Vdc

SYSTEM VOLTAGE LEVEL

450 Wp

OUTPUT POWER

72 cell – 2.094 x 1.038 x 35 mm
MANUFACTURER

TIER ONE SOLAR PANEL DATA SHEET

BALANCE OF EQUIPMENT DATA SHEET

Inverter – Sungrow or Equivalent

MANUFACTURER

10-year material

WARRANTY

Ryse Energy will only ever use the highest quality components from the world’s leading manufacturers. We have 
established relationships with leading manufacturing companies which provides several key advantages such as 
assured quality and product availability, combined with an efficient distribution network; resulting in competitive 
pricing of materials for capital sale, and lower PPA rates than our competitors for financed solutions. 

EQUIPMENT/COMPONENTS



BLADONE MICRO TURBINE
Bladone Technology: Cost Effective, Reliable and Clean Power

REDUCES THE POWER COST

REDUCES EMISSONS
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

95% fewer journeys for servicing

No oil consumption or disposal

No precious metal catalytic converters

Can be integrated with renewables such as Solar & Wind

ULTRA LOW NOISE
3x quieter than a typical diesel generator

No low frequency rumble – sound does not travel 
over distance

Achieves far lower than latest EU Stage V requirements

Zero Particulates, Low Carbon monoxide & Unburned Hydrocarbons

50% lower NOx emissions than typical diesel generator

Meets or exceeds Clean Air Zone requirements

ULTRA LOW EMISSIONS

Service Once a Year instead of every 2-3 weeks

Compared with every 300 run hours with diesel gensets

REDUCES SERVICE COSTS BY 95%

REDUCES FUEL COSTS BY 30%
Operate with cheaper fuels

Fuel Flexibility ensures security of supply

Variable speed engine optimises fuel efficiency

ELIMINATES FUEL THEFT

Blend fuels to make them less attractive to thieves

MAXIMISES UPTIME
Proven Reliability

Real-time monitoring & management
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THANK YOU
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